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Book Descriptions:

brother p touch pt-1280 user manual

Upgrade Today with this great low cost ptouch printer. Click here for more. This Brother ptouch
users guide is a product download and the download link is provided below; file is in.pdf format.
FILE SIZE 7310k Need Support. If you download the manual and still have questions, you can reach
Brothers Ptouch Support line at 8772768437. They should be able to help you troubleshoot a
problem or walk you through your label makers features and functions. Who is covered. Brother is
not responsible for damage to or loss of any equipment, media, programs or. Should you have
questions, or need information about your Brother Product, we have a variety ofHow to use the
Ptouch labeler. 4. Safety Precautions. 5. General Precautions. 8To prevent injury and damage,
important notes are explained using various symbols.Follow these guidelines to avoid liquid leakage,
heat or rupture of the battery.LCD DisplayAC Adapter Optional on the PT2030.. Connect the AC
adapter directly to the Ptouch labeler.LanguageDeleting TextPunctuation. Business. Mathematics.
Brackets. Arrows. Unit. International. Number. Pictograph. ElectricalSetting Character Attributes by
LabelAttribute Value ResultAutonumbering Labels. Using the numbering function you can create a
set of sequentially numbered labelsMain UnitDisplay. Select from the It means that at the end Only
use a soft, dry cloth. Use a soft wipe e.g. a cotton swab when Doing so will Language and unit
settings will also be cleared. Otherwise the Always replace all six batteries at the Replace them.
Replace them. Remove the Also, the language and TC5 by obtaining from an See the Web site. .
Select from the Operation is subject to the following two conditions 1 These limits are designed to
provide reasonable protection against harmful This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate
radio frequency However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular Only
use a soft, dry Use a soft wipe
e.g.http://www.angkorcharity.org/userfiles/dacor-ceran-cooktop-manual.xml
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a cotton swab when Language and unit settings will also be cleared. Otherwise, the Do not try to
pull the TC5 by obtaining from an Replace them. Replace them. Remove the Also, the language and
Only use a soft, dry cloth. Used GoodTested and fully functional.Something we hope youll especially
enjoy FBA items qualify for FREE Shipping and Amazon Prime. Learn more about the program.
Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try
your search again later.Extremely versatile the PT1280 offers six auto formatsfive framing options
and nine type styles. Three different type sizesautomatically adjust the text size according to the
tape width. It also worksquickly at print speeds of up to 10 millimeters per second. Additionally
youcan use the PT1280 to save and print your three favorite labels in secondswith just a touch of the
keys.The PT1280 uses narrow 3.5millimeter blackonwhite nonlaminated tapefor labeling CD
spines.Versatile Tape Handling for a Wide Range of Applications The PT1280 is flexible when it
comes to tape sizes and types. The PT1280 offers three different text sizes for added versatility, and
it will automatically adjust the text size according to the size of the tape. Make labels with up to two
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lines of text. It also features five textframing options available for even more flexibility. No matter
what kind of tape is used, the PT1280s 180 dpi print resolution allows for quick, accurate printouts.
Print labels at brisk speeds of up to 10 millimeters per second. Compact Size and Ergonomic Design
Take the PT1280 Labeler anywhere at only 6.28 x 5.94 x 2.36 inches and 1.04 pounds, its compact
enough for effortless portability. The PT1280 features a full QWERTY keyboard with raised, angled
keys for easier
typing.http://www.alexandrapanayotou.com/web/images/static/dacor-cm24t-manual.xml

The easyview 15 character LCD display is large enough for easy onscreen reading and editing, and it
allows for quicker style changes, such as outline, bold, shadow, italic, vertical, and more. Printing
your favorite labels has never been faster or easier. It is backed by a oneyear limited
warranty.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a
raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the
ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try
again later. Vince 3.0 out of 5 stars There are many different ways to print labels.
Sizes,fonts,direction etc. My complaints are that it will take awhile to learn how to use this product.
Trying to figure out size, length, width, for every different kind of application is an exercise in trial
and error. When trying to cut the label, the way it is positioned, your thumb hits the print button
again. I have gotten better at this, but occasionally I print an unwanted label. I would recommend
this product, but make sure you buy a label cartridge at the same time. The starter cartridge does
not last that long.I have used it while doing my decorating to label the branches of my artificial tree,
the old labels were falling off.I have also used them to mark small bins that I use in my home office.I
did not get the plug in power supply for this because I only use this every now and then for projects.
I rewired my fathers audio receiver since the family dog continually knocked loose the speaker wires
and he would spend an hour figuring out where the wires went back. Not anymore. Used this for
labeling tool locations in the garage, speaker wires, network cables and video cables. Keep in mind
that this is a basic labeler. You wont get loads of fancy fonts or all the bells and whistles. But for
basic use, this thing is really useful.

Now, if you have neat handwriting, smudgeproof labels and a ultrafine Sharpie, then you might not
need this. If you have the handwriting of a PhD writing you a prescription, look into this handy
gadget.You can set it so it doesnt waste much tape at the end of the label. I bought an extra roll of
tape when I got mine since the price of tape is much cheaper on Amazon than at Office Depot. But I
am still using the tape that came with it. I would say this is a really good label maker if you are only
doing the occasional label.When you tried to print a label, you could hear the motor running, but
nothing ever happened. I disassembled the unit, and found that a gear was maladjusted; I tightened
it up, and the labelmaker works great. Allinall, worth the experience, but only if youre a
doityourselfer. Otherwise, this is a great labelmaker.I probably would not get this for business use or
for high volume use. Positives Relatively easy to use, has different preset label lengths I use the one
for file folders the most, saves your last label. Negatives Can waste some label when printing certain
types of labels, does not come with an AC adapter, but for the way I use it an adapter would just get
in the way makes it non portable and the batteries seem to last a long time.I label everything now
and couldn’t live without it. To see which labeling tapes and accessories are available for your model
simply click on the model number in the left hand column. You can find new Free Android Games
and apps. If you want NextDay, we can save the other items for later. Order by, and we can deliver
your NextDay items by. You won’t get NextDay delivery on this order because your cart contains
items that aren’t “NextDay eligible”. In your cart, save the other items for later in order to get
NextDay delivery. Oops! There was a problem with saving your items for later. You can go to cart
and save for later there.This unit has 6 auto formats, 5 framing options and 9 type styles.

Also, 3 type sizes, which automatically adjusts the text size according to the tape width. About This
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Item We aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers,This unit has 6 auto formats,
5 framing options and 9 type styles. The PT1280 is a featurepacked handheld or de Specifications
Features Brother PTouch PT1280 Tape cassette Brand Brother Manufacturer Part Number PT1280
Assembled Product Dimensions L x W x H 0.90 x 6.30 x 2.40 Inches Customer Reviews 4.5 Average
Rating 4.5 out of 5 stars 20 reviews 5 stars 13 4 stars 5 3 stars 1 2 stars 0 1 star 1 See all reviews
Write a review Most helpful positive review 8 customers found this helpful Average Rating 4.0 out of
5 stars Greatexcept I really like my PT1280 label maker. It is easy to use and the labels look nice.
Being able to have a choice in the size of the letters is very important to me. But, I feel that I waste
alot of tape at the beginning and ending of each lable. Wish that was not true, because the tape is
costly. I have this label maker, a printer, and 2 sewing machines that all Brothersso that proves I
trust and like Brother products. Thanks for the chance to review the labeler. A loyal customer See
more VS Most helpful negative review Average Rating 1.0 out of 5 stars Terrible. Ive used this
printer reluctantly for a year now. End up printing labels over and over again just to get the size and
format correct. Just a waste of time. See more VS Most helpful positive review 8 customers found
this helpful Average Rating 4.0 out of 5 stars Greatexcept I really like my PT1280 label maker. A
loyal customer Most helpful negative review Average Rating 1.0 out of 5 stars Terrible. I really like
my PT1280 label maker. A loyal customer See more Ive used this printer reluctantly for a year now.

http://mascotascostabrava.com/images/control-communicable-diseases-manual-20th-edition.pdf

See more Frequent mentions Labels 4 Usage 3 Labeler 3 Value 2 Office 2 Usefulness 1 Carry 1 15 of
20 reviews Most relevant Most helpful Newest to oldest Oldest to newest High to low rating Low to
high rating Sort by Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars Great Product I had used this Labeler before
and just had to have one. I went on a labeling spree. I have labeled jars of everything in the shop and
also in my kitchen. There is always a used for labeling. I highly recommend this product. See more
tlcf, February 12, 2011 Written by a customer while visiting brotherusa.com 5 2 Average Rating 5.0
out of 5 stars Best Labeler Ever This is the best labeler I have ever used. It is easy to use and very
versitile. Because you can use it with your computer the labels can be anything you want, even
clipart. The labels are easy to read and you can use a variety of label tape. This labeler will last a
long time. No need to replace it. See more Jasmine, February 12, 2011 Written by a customer while
visiting brotherusa.com 4 2 Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars Love This Labeler. The PT1280 does
everything I need and is compact. Like, do you have a lot of AC power adapters and get them
confused. No more; they are all labeled. Charging times for certain devices are now labeled. Bunch
of wires under the desk. Now they have labels. Once I got used to the text sizing versus label length,
I found the PT1280 to be everything I expected. See more Gebby, February 12, 2011 Written by a
customer while visiting brotherusa.com 4 3 Average Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars multifunctional labeler
Dont throw away the user manual, there are so many variables that can be controlled that the
manual becomes a must have document. Great value for all that this device can accomplish. See
more maca, February 13, 2011 Written by a customer while visiting brotherusa.com 3 2 Average
Rating 5.0 out of 5 stars Great Purchase I purchased my labeler two years ago on sale and have had
no problems with it at all.

http://pharmaciesaintlouis.com/images/control-communicable-disease-manual-pdf.pdf

I purchased it for the office to keep things organized and have used it in my kitchen and garage also.
I really love it and recommend it to anyone interested. Ask a question Ask a question If you would
like to share feedback with us about pricing, delivery or other customer service issues, please
contact customer service directly. The addition of a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection
from the date of purchase. Walmart Protection Plans cover the total cost of repair, or replacement,
for products, as well as covering delivery charges for the exchange. You can view your Walmart
Protection Plan after your purchase in the Walmart Protection Plan Hub. Product warranty 1 Years
See details Warranty Information 1 Year Already purchased your product. A Walmart Protection Plan
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can be added within 30 days of purchase. Click here to add a Plan. All Rights Reserved. To ensure
we are able to help you as best we can, please include your reference number Feedback Thank you
for signing up. You will receive an email shortly at Here at Walmart.com, we are committed to
protecting your privacy. Your email address will never be sold or distributed to a third party for any
reason. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Customer Care. Thank you Your feedback
helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. OK Thank you! Your feedback
helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. Sorry. We’re having technical
issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done. With multiple type styles and sizi. With multiple type styles
and sizing options, three “Favorite” keys, six auto formats and framing options, and a large
15character display, the featurepacked and affordable PT1280 makes labeling easier than ever.You
can shop at www.Officemate.co.th 24 hours with more than 15,000 products available to the needs
of your business such as computer accessories and IT gadgets, furniture, office supplies, printing
and premiums and many more.

, Shopping at OfficeMate online, you can be assured on the quality of our products and services.
Instantly register your product for extra benefits. Featuring an easyview, 15character display, the
PT1280 can print up to 2 lines. Print labels using one of 9 type styles or 5 framing options. You may
have access to this product specifications on Brother Solution Center. Any shipping costs are at your
expense. However, if we determine that the machine is defective—or if we’re otherwise
responsible—we’ll be happy to arrange a pickup at our expense. Once we’ve inspected the return,
we’ll refund your credit card. Resetting your password is easy. Enter your email address below. Well
send you an email with a link to reset your password. Youre shopping from a location where delivery
is currently unavailable Nunavut, Northwest Territories, Yukon. If you a shipping address in one of
the provinces below, please select it to continue with your online purchase. Province Select Province
Alberta British Columbia Manitoba New Brunswick Newfoundland and Labrador Nova Scotia
Ontario Prince Edward Island Quebec Saskatchewan Language English French Otherwise, you can
continue browsing to find a retailer, get info about Brother products, contact Customer Care and
explore creative projects. Skip Bienvenue a Brother Canada. Vous magasinez a partir dun endroit a
lexterieur de notre territoire de livraison Nunavut, Territoires du NordOuest, Yukon. Si votre
adresse de livraison se trouve dans lune des provinces suivantes, veuillez la selectionner pour
poursuivre vos achats en ligne. Province Selectionnez une province Alberta British Columbia
Manitoba New Brunswick Newfoundland and Labrador Nova Scotia Ontario Prince Edward Island
Quebec Saskatchewan Language Anglais French Sinon, vous pouvez ignorer cette etape pour
trouver un detaillant, vous renseigner sur les produits Brother, communiquer avec le Service a la
clientele et decouvrir des projets de creation. Suivant.

www.edutechusa.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1627432b0bfec7-
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For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Track your order
Sign in Speedy Reorder Help Contact us 0161 968 5994 Search Search Search Basket. Ex VAT Inc
VAT Menu Menu Ex VAT Inc VAT Ink Cartridges Apple Ink Brother Ink Canon Ink Citizen Ink
Compaq Ink Dell Ink Epson Ink Fujitsu Ink HP Ink IBM Ink Lexmark Ink Kodak Ink Neopost Ink Oki
Ink Olivetti Ink Panasonic Ink Philips Ink Pitney Bowes Ink Ricoh Ink Samsung Ink Sharp Ink Star
Ink TallyGenicom Ink Xerox Ink Toner Cartridges Apple Toner Brother Toner Canon Toner Dell
Toner Epson Toner HP Toner IBM Toner Konica Minolta Toner Kyocera Toner Lexmark Toner OKI
Toner Olivetti Toner Panasonic Toner Ricoh Toner Samsung Toner Sharp Toner Xerox Toner Label
Tape Brother Label tape Dymo Label tape Paper Glossy Photo Paper Matte Photo Paper Paper Rolls
Plain Paper Premium and Specialist Paper SemiGlossy Photo Paper TShirt Transfer Media Printers
Help Contact Us Search Search Search Search My Account My Account Sign in SpeedyReorder
Track My Order Basket FREE nextday delivery on everything However, due to the COVID19 crisis, a
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minority will take a day or more than expected. If your order hasnt arrived by the estimated delivery
date, please allow 5 days before contacting us. For further info, click here. It excludes products that
are not new and immediately available, online promotions such as special, bonus or free offers that
are not at everyday prices and products which are sold under different terms and conditions, such as
special financing, contract pricing or volume discount pricing. In 98% of cases, orders placed on
Monday to Friday before 515pm will arrive on the next working day. To see other delivery options
and our delivery schedule click here. Typically uses Royal Mail 1st class, though some orders may be
upgraded to courier.

To ensure you are not out of pocket, we will refund 100% of the difference, if within 7 days of your
purchase you find the same product brand and model being offered online at a lower price. It
excludes products that are not new and immediately available, online promotions such as special,
bonus or free offers that are not at everyday prices and products which are sold under different
terms and conditions, such as special financing, contract pricing or volume discount pricing.
Received what I wanted in the time given to me. Will use again when needed. 100% By Jennifer
Alexander on 6 Apr 2017 Exactly as described and what I needed for some of my craft items 100%
By Wendy on 27 Mar 2017 Always the best prices for genuine products. Excellent customer service
and speedy delivery. Ask us a question were happy to help. We are currently answering questions in
8 minutes Ask a question Questions asked between 9am and 5pm, Monday to Friday excluding bank
holidays will be answered within 30 minutes. First name Last name Email Brief title of your question
example colour ink cartridges Enter the details of your question here Publish this question to help
other shoppers Ask Question No questions have been submitted yet. Brother PT1280 Printer Review
Expert review of the Brother PT1280 printer Our Verdict The Brother PT1280 portable labeller is a
reasonably priced and featurepacked label printer designed for the home and office. It can print up
to 12mm wide laminated labels and its easy to use with a fairly large display screen and a neat
keyboard, but the Brother PTouch PT1280 printer lacks a more reliable power source and it has only
one font. Design. The PTouch PT1280 handheld label machine comes with a builtin cutter. Users
may save up to three commonly used labels. The Brother PT1280 PTouch labeller can print on
narrow tapes for CD spines. It has five framing options and six auto formats, and the text size is
automatically adjusted according to the width of the tape.

The handheld design is ergonomic and simple to use. It supports standard laminated, acidfree,
nonlaminated ironon fabrics, flexible ID and extra strength adhesive labels. The Brother PTouch
1280 label printer can only print in Helsinki font. Users need to purchase six AAA batteries or an
optional adapter for it. The PT1280 labeller uses thermal transfer technology so text may fade when
exposed to harsh conditions. Leave a suggestion optional Customer Services Your Account Help
Delivery info Easy returns Contact info Customer Info About us Award winning services Terms and
conditions Privacy policy 100% secure shopping Recycling Slavery statement Our Guarantees 100%
satisfaction guarantee For further info, click here. It excludes products that are not new and
immediately available, online promotions such as special, bonus or free offers that are not at
everyday prices and products which are sold under different terms and conditions, such as special
financing, contract pricing or volume discount pricing. In 98% of cases, orders placed on Monday to
Friday before 515pm will arrive on the next working day. To see other delivery options and our
delivery schedule click here. Typically uses Royal Mail 1st class, though some orders may be
upgraded to courier. To ensure you are not out of pocket, we will refund 100% of the difference, if
within 7 days of your purchase you find the same product brand and model being offered online at a
lower price. It excludes products that are not new and immediately available, online promotions
such as special, bonus or free offers that are not at everyday prices and products which are sold
under different terms and conditions, such as special financing, contract pricing or volume discount
pricing. For further info, click here.



It excludes products that are not new and immediately available, online promotions such as special,
bonus or free offers that are not at everyday prices and products which are sold under different
terms and conditions, such as special financing, contract pricing or volume discount pricing. In 98%
of cases, orders placed on Monday to Friday before 515pm will arrive on the next working day. To
see other delivery options and our delivery schedule click here. Typically uses Royal Mail 1st class,
though some orders may be upgraded to courier. To ensure you are not out of pocket, we will refund
100% of the difference, if within 7 days of your purchase you find the same product brand and model
being offered online at a lower price. It excludes products that are not new and immediately
available, online promotions such as special, bonus or free offers that are not at everyday prices and
products which are sold under different terms and conditions, such as special financing, contract
pricing or volume discount pricing. All trademarks referenced are the property of their respective
trademark holders. Ink Station has no affiliation with Brother, Canon, Dell, Epson, Fuji Xerox,
Hewlett Packard, Lexmark, Kyocera, Samsung and other manufacturers, or OEM, and nor has any
arrangement been made with them to form the basis for any statement we make. Please note that
due to the high volume of items listed on this website, there may be times when item names may
vary from the product ordered. Disabled JavaScript greatly reduces the functionality of our site, so in
order for you to enjoy the best browsing experience possible, we recommend that you reenable
JavaScript, or disable any possible JavaScriptblocking addons that you may have previously installed.
You can learn how to enable JavaScript in your browser by going to In the meantime, if you have any
questions or would just prefer to place your order by phone, please call us tollfree at 8662220030
well be happy to help.

The PT1830 also features 5 “favorite” keys that allows you to save your favorite phrases into the
memory and later on print them out with only one touch of a button. It has a 15 character LCD
display and can print on 2 lines and has text framing and underlining. The memory functions store
frequently used label designs. The PT1280 has 5 framing options, 6 auto formats, 9 type styles, and
3 type sizes which adjust to the tape width. Please try again.Please try your search again later.You
can edit your question or post anyway.Amazon calculates a products star ratings based on a machine
learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age
of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. This small, userfriendly machine can be used for a myriad of purposes and tasks.
With its varied choice of styles, formats and framing modes, the PT1280 is more than versatile. The
3.5mm nonlaminated tape can be used to keep your office, kitchen or shelves in easy to find order.
Label CDs, videos, DVD anything. With its varied choice of styles, formats and framing modes, the
PT1280 is more than versatile. The 3.5mm nonlaminated tape can be used to keep your office,
kitchen or shelves in easy to find order.Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing
History ON Clear History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors. The PT1010 allows
you to print your text with 6 frame options, 6 builtin auto formats and up to 83 symbols.The PT2100
allows you to create labels exactly the way you want with the 16 character x 3 line display featuring
4 sharp fonts. The “Preview” key allows you to check your text before printing. The PT2100 features
7 type sizes, 10 type styles and 92 different symbols. The Labeling System package includes AC
adapter, black on white laminated starter tape, Ptouch Editor software, user manual and warranty.

The PT2110 allows you to create labels exactly the way you want with the 16 character x 3 line
display featuring 4 sharp fonts. The Labeling System package includes deluxe carrying case, AC
adapter, black on white laminated starter tape, Ptouch Editor software, user manual and warranty.
The PT2110 features 7 type sizes, 10 type styles and 92 different symbols. The Labeling System
package includes deluxe carrying case, AC adapter, black on white laminated starter tape, Ptouch
Editor software, user manual and warranty. This unit has 6 auto formats, 5 framing options and 9
type styles. This unit features 3 “Favorite Keys” which allow you to save and print your favorite
labels in seconds. The PT1280 also uses the new “super narrow” 3.5mm black on white



nonlaminated tape for labeling CD spines. Operates on 6 “AAA” batteries. With outstanding features
like easyswap tape cassettes, bar code templates, builtin general, telecom and data symbols and the
ability to automatically number your labels, the PT1400 provide a unique solution to your labeling
needs. Whatever laminated tape you use, standard, extra strength or flexible ID, the PT1400 is the
perfect solution for labeling in the harshest of environments and toughest of conditions. Create
labels with graphics and bar codes up to 1” wide. Memory functions to store frequently used label
designs, easy entry keyboard and large display for quick editing. Auto sizing, sequential numbering,
repeat printing, and vertical style for quick labeling. Auto power off feature helps to save battery
life. Includes Extra Strength and Flexible ID “TZ” tapes, tape separator, batteries and carry case.
The PT1830 prints 4 type sizes and 9 type styles from its QWERTY keyboard. This labeler also has
builtin label templates for easy labeling of CDs, VHS and audio tapes, plus others. This model prints
up to 2 lines, has text framing, underlining and a 15character LCD display.Builtin memory, save up
to 5 labels.

Over 70 different symbols and 10 frame styles are available to jazz up your labels. The PT1880
operates on 6 “AA” batteries not included, and included black and white laminated TZ starter tape,
user manual and warranty. Serving as an office group’s single labeling machine, any user can simply
remove this machine from the sleek charger base and take it to their labeling site, wherever it might
be at an office desk or in the field. Or simply use this labeler while connected to a workgroup PC, in
a common work area to create professional looking labels. Simply place the labeler back on the
cradle to recharge the battery and make it available for the next user. This model features easyswap
tape cassettes, one key operation via an easy to use keyboard, bar code templates, and the ability to
connect via a USB to a PC for more detailed labeling. This machine’s easy view graphic display and
print preview capability allows users to create and preview label layouts before printing. Used by
itself, the PT1950 prints in 2 fonts, 8 type styles and 8 type sizes, and up to 5 lines. When connected
to a PC, its label creation possibilities are virtually endless. Additionally, the PT1950 boasts an
automatic tape cutter which accurately cuts labels to length, even unattended multiple copies. Its’
twoline display allows easy text entry and editing. Used by itself, the PT1960 prints in 2 fonts, 8 type
styles and 8 type sizes, and up to 5 lines. Additionally, the PT1960 boasts an automatic tape cutter
which accurately cuts labels to length, even unattended multiple copies. Its’ twoline display allows
easy text entry and editing. This featured packed model can be used as a portable labeler, or
connected to a PC and has a huge, backlight display 16characters x 3 lines for easy viewing. The
PT2700 is designed for professional users in Office, Commercial and Industrial fields.


